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Weitere Verwirrung entsteht, wenn die Begriffe Zeitzone und Zonenzeit synonym verwendet
werden. Manche Staaten verwenden nicht eine der 24 Uhrzeiten aus dem auf den Greenwicher
Meridian bezogenen Raster. Sie unterteilen ihr Gebiet mehr oder weniger in Anlehnung an
Kugelzweiecke. Die Zonenzeiten wurden relativ zur Greenwich Mean Time gebildet. In moderner,
u. Reisende richteten sich nach der Ortszeit des jeweils erreichten Ortes. In der Mitte des Die
Gebiete wurden in vier Zeitzonen mit sich um ganze Stunden unterscheidenden Standardzeiten
unterteilt. Vorreiter einer einheitlichen Zeit waren auch in Deutschland die Eisenbahnen. Ab dem
1. April Seit dem 1. Ab erfolgte die Ermittlung in der neuen Sternwarte Neuenburg , wurde aber
weiterhin in Berner Ortszeit umgerechnet verbreitet. Der Wechsel der Berner wurde von den
anderen Kantonen zum selben Datum mitgemacht. Zu Lande obliegt es den jeweiligen Staaten,
ihre Zeitrechnung gesetzlich zu regeln. In der Regel wird an einem Tag maximal eine Stunde
umgestellt. Der Tag, an dem das geschieht, muss nicht zwingend mit dem Queren der
geographischen Grenze zwischen zwei Zeitzonen zusammenfallen. Die Volksrepublik China hat
dagegen heute nur noch eine s. Zum 9. Diese passt gut zur Hauptstadt Peking und zu Shanghai.
In Kuba wurde aufgrund einer massiven Energiekrise beschlossen, in der Sommerzeit zu
verbleiben. In der Vergangenheit wurde oft einem besetzten Land die Zonenzeit der Besatzer
aufgezwungen. In der Nacht zum Die Sommerzeit wurde in einigen Gebieten der Welt wieder
abgeschafft. Zeitangaben aktualisieren. Kategorie : Zeitzone. Ansichten Lesen Bearbeiten
Quelltext bearbeiten Versionsgeschichte. Commons Wikinews Wikivoyage. Bakerinsel
Howlandinsel. Amerikanisch-Samoa Midwayinseln Niue. Kitts und Nevis St. Zulu-Zeit auch:
UTC. Indien Sri Lanka. Australien : Norfolkinsel seit 4. Kiribati teilweise: Line Islands , Kiritimati.
When you consider buying a hybrid vehicle, the first car that likely comes to mind is the
ubiquitous Toyota Prius. And for good reason: It pioneered the segment and still sits atop the
fuel-efficiency charts for the best mpg. The Prius' green cred aside, though, it's not for
everyone, especially in the wake of the polarizing styling change it received last year. If you
want a more conventional sedan with a spacious cabin and a bit more pep in its step, we
wholeheartedly recommend the Ford Fusion Hybrid. On the outside, the Fusion Hybrid's sleek
sheetmetal is among the most stylish of the midsize sedan class. Attentive Fusion fans will see
that Ford has restyled front end for with a new look for the grille, lower fascia and headlights.
The interior continues to impress with its upscale look and available technology. In particular,
the newly available Sync 3 infotainment system which replaces MyFord Touch is excellent, with
fast response times and an attractive, user-friendly interface. There are a few competitors you
might also want to check out this year. Honda's Accord Hybrid has consistently led the midsize
sedan hybrid segment for fuel economy, while the Toyota Camry Hybrid boasts an expansive
backseat and slightly quicker acceleration than the Fusion. The Hyundai Sonata Hybrid and
related Kia Optima Hybrid, though less well known than the Fusion, Accord and Camry, have
been recently improved and match them in just about every regard. And if you don't mind
owning a hatchback, the Toyota Prius still wins the day with its unbeatable fuel economy.
Overall, though, this year's updated Fusion is a great choice for a hybrid family sedan. The Ford
Fusion Hybrid comes standard with antilock disc brakes, traction and stability control, a
rearview camera, front seat side airbags, front knee airbags and side curtain airbags. The
standard Ford Sync system includes an emergency crash notification feature that pairs to a
compatible cell phone and automatically dials when you've been in an accident. Also standard
is Ford's MyKey , which can be used to set certain parameters for secondary drivers such as
teens or valets. Optional equipment includes parking sensors, inflatable seatbelts in the rear
seat and a variety of electronic driver-assist systems. The latter include blind-spot monitoring,
rear cross-traffic alerts, driver drowsiness detection, and lane-departure warning and
intervention it automatically helps the driver keep the car in its lane. There is also a frontal
collision warning system with pedestrian detection and brake priming. In Edmunds brake
testing, the Ford Fusion Hybrid stopped from 60 mph in feet, about average for its class. The
government gave the Fusion Hybrid five out of five stars for overall crash protection, with five
stars for total frontal protection and four stars for total side-impact protection. The Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety gave the non-hybrid but otherwise similar Fusion the highest
possible rating of "Good" in its moderate-overlap frontal-offset, side-impact and roof-strength
crash tests. In the small-overlap frontal-offset test, the Fusion earned a second-best rating of
"Acceptable. The Fusion Energi the plug-in, extended-range version of the Fusion Hybrid , is
reviewed separately, as is the regular, gasoline-engine Fusion. The SE adds exterior LED accent
lights, exterior keypad entry, rear air vents, an eight-way power driver seat with power lumbar ,
a six-way power passenger seat, a rear seat center armrest and satellite radio. A few option
packages are available for the SE. The Appearance package Equipment Group A adds inch
wheels, a rear spoiler, foglights, a leather-wrapped steering wheel and contrasting interior
stitching. The Luxury package Equipment Group A includes full LED exterior lighting

headlights, taillights and foglights , auto-dimming mirrors, heated mirrors, chrome exterior trim,
keyless entry and ignition, remote engine start, leather upholstery, heated front seats and driver
memory settings. Opting for the SE Technology package equips the SE with rear parking
sensors, the Sync 3 electronics interface, an 8-inch touchscreen, enhanced voice controls, an
speaker audio system, a volt power outlet and a second USB port. The Titanium gets you the
SE's optional features listed above as standard, as well as sport front seats, eight-way power
adjustment for the passenger seat and an upgraded Sony speaker audio system with HD radio.
The SE with the Technology package selected and Titanium can also be equipped with a
navigation system, adaptive cruise control with pedestrian detection, a collision mitigation
system and an automated parallel- and perpendicular-parking system. The SE and Titanium also
offer the available Driver Assist package, which includes automatic wipers, automatic
high-beam headlight control, a heated steering wheel, blind-spot monitoring, rear cross-traffic
alert, and lane-departure warning and intervention. A sunroof is optional for both the SE and
Titanium, and the Titanium can be had with ventilated front seats. Springing for the
top-of-the-line Platinum gets you everything listed above as standard, along with a
power-adjustable steering wheel, premium floor mats and upgraded leather upholstery. Fuel
economy is the same no matter which Fusion Hybrid trim you pick, so it's more about getting
the right mix of desired features. For value, go with a midgrade Fusion Hybrid SE. The SE will
give you a solid set of standard features plus plenty of available option upgrades if you want
them. The Technology package, in particular, is worth getting for its upgraded Sync 3
touchscreen interface. The Ford Fusion Hybrid has a 2. Combined, they can generate as much
as horsepower to drive the front wheels through a continuously variable transmission CVT. In
Edmunds track testing, the Fusion Hybrid posted an 8. If speed is a factor, the Camry Hybrid will
sprint to 60 mph about a second quicker than the Fusion. The Ford Fusion Hybrid provides
adequate acceleration for most driving situations. As with most hybrids, it will take you some
time to get used to the slightly artificial feel of the regenerative brakes, but they aren't overly
intrusive. Other than when accelerating hard, the Fusion Hybrid has low levels of engine noise.
Wind and road noise levels are also low, and highway cruising is hushed and serene to a point
few competitors can approach. We also like the way the Fusion Hybrid drives around turns: Its
steering is sharp and direct, and you'll feel confident and secure when going around turns.
Rivals like the Sonata Hybrid and Camry Hybrid ride more softly, but the Fusion Hybrid feels
more connected to the road without sacrificing comfort or smoothness. Interior Ford's interior
designers got the basics right in the Fusion Hybrid, with a driver seat that's easy to adjust into a
just-right position and good sight lines out the front and sides. Rear visibility is impeded by the
sloping rear window, so it's helpful that a rearview camera comes standard. Sharp angles and a
sleek look throughout help the Ford Fusion's interior echo the handsome styling of the exterior.
The emphasis is on having large, nicely textured surfaces and removing extraneous clutter, and
it mostly works. There's a cool and urbane style to the seats and dash, a tone set largely by the
high-quality finishes. Without Sync 3 , the base radio with Ford's standard Sync system is
somewhat complicated to use and the display screen is small and not very aesthetically
pleasing. We recommend upgrading to Sync 3 if possible, as its slick 8-inch touchscreen is
more intuitive and gives the center console a more modern look. If you were wary about buying
a Fusion with the outgoing MyFord Touch system, rest assured that Sync 3 is much improved.
A horizontal row of large virtual buttons allows the user to move among various screens with
ease, and the optional navigation system incorporates pinch-to-zoom and swiping motions.
Compared with the standard Fusion, the Hybrid's trunk space takes a hit due to the packaging
of the battery pack. As such, the Hybrid's checks in at 12 cubic feet, or 4 fewer cubes than the
non-hybrid Fusion. Available styles include SE 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds
or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford Fusion Hybrid. Is it better to lease or buy
a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Overall rating. All trim levels can be equipped with inflatable rear seatbelts. The One
To Buy Fuel economy is the same no matter which Fusion Hybrid trim you pick, so it's more

about getting the right mix of desired features. Read more. Ford's interior designers got the
basics right in the Fusion Hybrid, with a driver seat that's easy to adjust into a just-right
position and good sight lines out the front and sides. Write a review See all 15 reviews. David M.
In 4 year, I put over 80K miles on that car, averaging 44mpg over the entire period of ownership.
It was practically a no-brainer when it came time to replace it, to get another Fusion Hybrid.
After all of the shopping, there was no question in my mind which vehicle to buy - the Fusion
Hybrid. I didn't care for the blind spot camera system in the Accord; the Sonata's fuel economy
was nowhere near as good as the Fusion; the build quality and the styling of the Malibu was far
below the other cars tested; and the interior of the Camry was noticeably poor compared to the
Fusion. This year , Ford has added the Platinum trim. This trim is all-inclusive - the only options
available on this vehicle were inflatable rear seatbelts, upgraded trunk mats, and I believe
optional rims. Standard equipment included premium leather quilted seats, navigation, blind
spot monitors, self-parking parallel AND vertical spaces , leather wrapped steering wheel and
leather dashboard, lane departure system, rear camera, adaptive cruise control with
stop-and-go a fantastic feature if you drive in traffic! I also drove this car back-to-back with a
Lincoln MKZ Hybrid, and there was little difference in the quality of the ride between them, but I
found the interior of the Fusion to be superior. The ride is quiet and controlled, there is little
road noise, and the handling is outstanding. Back seats could be a little larger, but they are fine
for anyone less than about 6' or so. Acceleration is fine under all situations except for maybe
stoplight drag racing. But if you want to drive like that, you'd be better off getting the Fusion V-6
Sport instead. I have put about 7, miles on the car since Dec , and so far am averaging 42mpg, a
little below my , but still outstanding. If you are looking for a luxurious, comfortable, reliable and
economical sedan with exceptional styling, look no further than the Fusion Hybrid Platinum.
Each occurrence required roadside assistance to come and jump start the vehicle. I was just
lucky it never happened on a day when I had an appointment. In late July, after the 6th time the
car went into Deep Sleep, I initiated a Lemon Law claim with Ford, who reviewed my repair
record, and sent a hybrid specialist to evaluate my vehicle. They provided me with a free rental
for the eight weeks that it took to process my claim. The second week of September, I took
possession of a brand new Platinum Hybrid, the exact same model as the one it replaced. Ford
acted honorably, and treated me with respect throughout the process. The replacement vehicle
has about trouble free miles so far, I am maintaining about When I am ready to replace this
vehicle, Ford will remain at the top of my list, not only because of the vehicle itself, but because
of the company behind the vehicle. Read less. The Fusion Energi Platinum came equipped with
every option of a maxed-out Lexus ES, and a lot of options that are not available in the Lexus.
The MKZ hybrid is basically the same car for a lot more money, and doesn't come with a plug-in
option. The 22 mile electric range is perfect for normal commutes, and in hybrid mode it gets
around 41mpg. The driving assists lane-keeping, braking and adaptive cruise control are
fantastic. Only question is reliability, but it seems very well made, with attention to detail. Down
side is Ford dealers in the Southwest seemed clueless regarding hybrids, including the
existence of tax incentives. Fusion Energi Platinums are also apparently rare--had to go out of
state to find one. Trunk is tiny due to batteries. Update after 6 months: Just changed the oil.
Very impressed by the attention to detail in areas that most people never see. In addition, oil
filter and drain plugs were actually properly torqued--rare on a new car including my 2 Lexuses.
Lexus ES dash and trim are classy; Fusion's are practical but relatively plain. Ergonomics are
the best of any car I've owned. Rotary shifter is superior. Update after a year--no problems
except dealer service broke battery terminal. Still impressed by quality and attention to detail.
No mechanical issues. Seats are among the most comfortable at any price. A pleasure to drive.
We loved our Titanium until a drunk totaled it. It protected my wife well. Just recieved my Hybrid
and this thing is wonderful. Well appointed, has spunk and no passing problems. The car is the
first that is so relaxing, and comfortable and very very very quiet. It actually is more quiet than
my wifes Mercedes E class. What I love about this car is just how relaxing and quiet it is to
drive. I think Ford hit a home run on this thing. Mine is a and is averaging Stout paint job with
just the right amount of chrome. Well done Ford!!!! See all 15 reviews of the Used Ford Fusion
Hybrid. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating.
Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars
related to the Fusion Hybrid. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History.
Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. We have the area's largest selection of pre-owned
vehicles at the lowest prices available, over in stock to choose from! Financing for all credit
tiers and extended warranties available. Please contact our sales department for more
information about this vehicle or the rest of our inventory. Call , view our website Open 7 days a
week! Previous rental vehicle. Black, 2. Please don't hesitate to call with any questions or for a
personal walk around of this vehicle. At Sarchione Ford Lincoln Our pricing philosophy is

simple We believe that by putting our very best bottom line price on every vehicle, it eliminates
any unnecessary hassling during your automotive shopping experience. Come see the
difference! Our family has been in the automotive industry for almost years, and that says a lot
about our reputation. Sarchione Auto Group although puts every effort forward to make sure of
accuracy of listings. Despite our efforts to provide useful and accurate information regarding
our vehicles, errors may appear from time to time. Please confirm with us any details that are
important to your purchasing decision such as vehicle options and price. We want you to be
satisfied.. Wow, we have a gorgeous Fusion for you! The body is in great shape with a very
clean, shiny, stylish, and eye catching appearance. I like the smooth, quiet, luxurious, fuel
efficient, peppy, and sporty ride. The interior is pristine with many nice options. This Fusion
comes with SE package, spoiler, good tires on factory Alloy wheels, SYNC or Bluetooth, front
power bucket seats with center console, power sunroof, auto, air, 2. Your going to love the ride,
reliability, quality, luxury, fuel economy, and strong running ride with this beautiful Fusion!
Clean Carfax!! Cinnamon Red, 3. Comes equipped with: Bluetooth connectivity, Digital
Dual-zone climate control, Premium sound system, Auxiliary input, Satellite radio, 2. The Ford
Fusion has established itself as a leader among midsize sedans. The Fusion matches or
surpasses its Japanese competitors in various quality surveys, and leads the class in fuel
economy. It offers contemporary styling and a first-class driving experience. How times have
changed. Safety features on all Fusions include multi-stage front impact airbags, front
passenger side-impact airbags, head-protection curtains for all outboard occupants and a
warning system that sounds the horn, lights the emergency flashers and unlocks the doors in
the event of an accident. Financing available through banks, credit unions, secondary lenders
and in-house financing to accommodate ALL credit situations. Rates as low as 2. Programs
available for first time buyers. Disclaimer: Information deemed reliable, but not guaranteed.
Interested parties should confirm all data before making a purchase decision. All prices and
specifications are subject to change without notice. Prices do not include additional fees such
as taxes, title and registration fees, finance charges, dealer document preparation fees, and
emission testing and compliance charges. Internet special price may not be compatible with
subsidized subprime financing. Second key, floor mats, and owners manual may not be
available on all pre-owned vehicles. COM for more information. Load your family into the Ford
Fusion! This vehicle stands out from the crowd, boasting a diverse range of features and
remarkable value! Comfort and convenience were prioritized within, evidenced by amenities
such as: adjustable headrests in all seating positions, front fog lights, and remote keyless entry.
It features a front-wheel-drive platform, an automatic transmission, and a 2. We'd also be happy
to help you arrange financing for your vehicle. Please don't hesitate to give us a call. Minor
repairs are completed to ensure a safe mode of transportation for a fair budget. Priced to sell,
all vehicles are clearly marked. Only available for a short period of time before they are
liquidated. Want a second opinion? All vehicles are available for you to take to your mechanic,
we encourage it! Carfax, safety inspection, and reconditioning repair orders available for your
viewing. Not eligible for warranty or exchange policy. Not eligible for Luther Advantage. Check
whether a vehicle is subject to open recalls for safety issues at safercar. Our service and parts
departments are open early, late and even on Saturdays. We also carry 40 service loaners for
your convenience. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP
code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 8, Manual Cylinders 4 cylinders 7, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle
Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Know
The Deal. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 8, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I really didn't
even want this car but had jus gotten a divorce and had to sell my Nice import. I bought the
Fusion "for the time being" and ended up still owning it 4 years later! VERY pleasantly surprised
by this car. I recently sold this car for above the online values and had still not encountered any
problems with it. I sold it with about , miles. I wouldn't hesitate to buy another. Read more. Read
less. Sign Up. Used Ford Mustang for Sale 4. Overall Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By
Rating. Overall 5. It has a 5. The inside is beautiful with leather seats and a nice carbon finish to
the door panels and instrument panels. It has a Shaker audio system. You can make many
different combos of lights with the MyColor system. It has four seats. When going around very
sharp curves, it doesn't hesitate. It knows how to hug the curves quite nicely. It is not bad on
the gas at roughly around 25 mpg. It is very comfortable to drive for long hours on road trips.
The trunk is roomy enough for a big cooler and several overnight bags. It is a quiet but deadly
beast. When driving next to cars who think they are faster, they get really surprised when you
leave them in the dust. I would have to say that there ar I would have to say that there aren't
many things that I don't like about it. It isn't a car for short people with the manual option. I am

6ft and 3 inches tall and I can drive it for a 2 day road trip without any problems. My wife is only
4ft and 11 inches tall. It is a struggle for her to even press the clutch down all the way so I do all
of the driving. I never had speeding tickets before. Than I unleashed the power of this car and
also speeding tickets. Not even a month into getting the car, I had my first speeding ticket
followed shortly after by two more. If you are tall, can control the lead in your foot, and love
night drives with the top down or during the day for you people who don't mind the sun beating
down on you than this is the car for you. Near the Anza-Borrego Desert, there was a little
overlook that had a steep drop off. I decided to start doing doughnuts in it to scare my wife.
Instead, she started screaming with delight. It was dangerous and probably stupid, but we had
fun. The driving is very smooth going around curves even going super fast. It's a comfortable
car to drive on long road trips and it has good gas mileage. With the convertible package, you
have the option of adjusting the sound system to accommodate the sound when the top is
down. There are four seats but in reality only the front two seats can be used. The two back
seats can only be used if the seats up front are pushed up. With the manual option, a short
person will have trouble driving the car. Overall 4. Some people may decry the morphing of the
new Mustang look from retro Americana to sleek James Bond, but I think it remains the icon,
only with a style and driving dynamics that finally caught up to discerning global tastes at a
value proposition that's simply unbeatable. While its appeal should be global, the car still
attracts traditional muscle car enthusiasts. Random guys on motorbikes and other sporty
vehicles So I loved it from the beginning, but then I'm from Europe and would prefer a slim,
elegant vehicle over a box on wheels, especially one that looks this great and has a powerful
engine with manual transmission at a price that only gets me a third of an equally powered
Mercedes-Benz AMG of BMW M series. Random guys on motorbikes and other sporty vehicles
have shadowed me lately and some drove alongside the Mustang to check it out, to then
accelerate and pass with a thumbs-up. By far the most impressive part is the handling, my
Recaro seats hold me tightly when cornering, and the Pirellis push the dangers beyond my own
driver limits. Acceleration is smooth and seems to redline way too early, a beautiful
transmission is a pleasure to shift, the responsive steering has three settings from comfort to
normal to sports mode, and the sound of the 8cyl is aggressive enough to make me smile every
time I push the start button. Only thing I regret is getting the performance package. It requires a
much smoother surface than Michigan roads can provide. Wide range of engine options; new
rear suspension provides better handling and ride dynamics; more refined interior. It is very fun
to drive! I have a number of cars and this one I can say has never broke down on me. I love that
even with a 6 cyl, it really handles like an 8 cyl. I can jump in it and drive it well, like a Mustang. I
get tons of compliments on the sandstone color. I have never had a problem with the engine. I
take care of my car with regular maintenance. It is fast and fun, and I get an honest 21 mpg on
trips. I love driving it. It handles very well. You can tell it's a sports car because you feel every
bump but it is very smooth. The suspension is pretty stiff but handles most bumps with ease.
Braking is very good. Pedal feels very firm under my foot and doesn't give any when I stop hard.
The emergency brake doesn't lo I have had the car for 12 years, and it has been really reliable.
The emergency brake doesn't lock up the rear tires as well as I would like it to but its not a
major issue. I have driven in the rain several times so far and have not hydroplaned once. The
car looks amazing to me. Fast, never had one major mechanical issue and we are at , Still runs
like a top. It looks like a great white shark! To me, that is a pro. It looks sleek and mean. I had to
fix the wires in between the door for the drivers side window because it sometimes felt like
staying down. I did have to have something with the brakes fixed. I know the car did not want to
stop. But it only took 2 hours in the shop to fix. It was the only time the car was ever in the
shop, and I never had another issue with it again. Ford Mustang News. Previous 1 2 Next. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

